RATHGEBER

Partner in
climate protection

Climate neutral labelling solutions
for marketing and technology
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First-class,
versatile and
climate-neutral

All of our products
are climate neutral
Climate neutral means: all carbon emissions are calculated
and offset in accordance with the international standards set
by the Greenhouse Gas Protocol.

1. Calculating carbon emissions

We document all carbon emissions caused during operation and
along our products’ entire supply chain, including all materials used.

2. Avoiding and reducing carbon emissions

3D logos, emblems, lettering, RFID/NFC, product personalisation,
metallic, acrylic or plastic plates, panels, labels, films:
the RATHGEBER Group has been producing promotional and
technical labelling solutions for companies in the industrial,
retail and service sectors for over 70 years and is now
owned and managed by the third generation of the family.
All products are produced on a climate neutral basis.

We keep our emissions as low as possible, for example through
heat recovery, self-contained water circuits in cooling and washing
systems, photovoltaic systems, state-of-the-art refrigeration
technology, condenser systems for transport optimisation in disposal,
UV technology without solvents, computer-to-screen without printing
films, e-mobility, bicycle leasing, carpooling, etc.

3. Offsetting carbon emissionsn

We support an internationally recognised carbon offset project in
Uganda to offset our unavoidable emissions.

4. Label “climate neutral”

Using our ID, you can track at www.climatepartner.com how and
where we have compensated for our carbon emissions – certified
by TÜV Austria, the Austrian technical inspection authority.
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Emissions saved in Uganda:
500 000 tons per year

How does a carbon
offset project work?
Carbon offset projects
demonstrably save greenhouse
gas emissions through activities
like forestation or renewable
energy. Independent
organizations such as TÜV,
SGS, or PwC verify the
exact volume saved. The
project operator can
finance the project
through the sale of
certified emissions
reductions.
Further information: www.climate-project.com/1041

Our carbon offset project
Clean cookstoves in Uganda
This project saves carbon emissions by distributing improved cookstoves to rural
households in Uganda and creates various benefits for local people and ecosystems.
Families save firewood and especially women and children are exposed to
considerably fewer harmful substances during cooking, which significantly reduces
the health problems caused by respiratory diseases.
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Why climate
neutral products
by RATHGEBER?

●	You

contribute to the fight against global warming and you
support a climate neutral world economy.

●	You

support recognized carbon offset projects.

●	You

enable the consumer to choose the climate neutral
alternative.

●	No

additional costs: we pay for the carbon offset.

●	Full

transparency: The carbon offset can be
tracked via ID – certified by TÜV Austria, the
Austrian technical inspection authority.
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RATHGEBER GmbH & Co. KG
Kolpingring 3
82041 Oberhaching
Germany
Phone +49 89 61 30 07-0
info@rathgeber.eu
www.rathgeber.eu

ClimatePartner is a solutions provider
in corporate climate protection.
ClimatePartner combines individual
consulting with cloud-based software
that is unique on the market.
ClimatePartner was founded in
Munich in 2006. Today, the company
has 50 employees at offices in
Munich, Berlin, Vienna, Zurich, and
Yerevan and works with about 1,500
companies in 30 countries.
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ClimatePartner GmbH
St.-Martin-Str. 59
81669 Munich
Germany
Phone +49 89 1222875-0
info@climatepartner.com
www.climatepartner.com

